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Before you order home heating oil, get the facts on GULF SOLAR HEAT

...it's hydrogen-purified to burn cleaner, hotter!

Gulf includes "Gulflite" your choice and three that do not. The important thing is to get Gulf from a reliable source. Inquire today! Inquire today!
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Before you order home heating oil, get the facts on GULF SOLAR HEAT®

...it's hydrogen-purified to burn cleaner, hotter!

Gulf's exclusive "Lubera" process cleans and dries Gulf Solar Heat with Gulf's standard of blowdown completeness. It gives your furnace a work load up to 25% less than ordinary heating oil. It's Gulf's "Lubera" process that makes Gulf Solar Heat safer, too. It cuts unburned carbon monoxide emissions to a minimum. It's Gulf Solar Heat that's better for your furnace, better for you, too.

The Granddaddy of Year-all

Gulf Solar Heat is the original solar-heated home heating oil. It's been around longer than all the others together. That's why we say it's the grandaddy of year-all home heating oils. Our experience is your assurance. It's Gulf Solar Heat. Yours for the asking. We'll be glad to help you save on your heating oil bill. Just give your Gulf agent a call. He'll show you how much you can save with Gulf Solar Heat.

Star-spangled savings plan

Some Gulf dealers offer a "Star-Spangled Savings Plan". It's a way of saving on your heating oil bill. It saves you money every month and every year. It's a plan with no strings attached. It's a plan you can start any month. It's a plan you can cancel at any time. It's a plan that lets you save. It's a plan for you. It's Gulf Solar Heat. Just give your Gulf agent a call. He'll show you how you can save with the Star-Spangled Savings Plan.
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Do you know

NEW JERSEY

...are the top industries?!

While the state is known for its manufacturing, there are other important industries beyond the traditional ones. These include financial services, technology, healthcare, and tourism. Each industry plays a crucial role in driving the state's economy and contributing to its diverse and dynamic business landscape.

Do not hallucinate.